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Abstract

This paper is concerned with techniques foi increasing the under-
.

staidaility of statistics textbooks. The paper ;focuses on six major issues:
(1) msentation of prerequisite information, (2) use of familiar models- and
na4414,Alves, (3) sequencing from familiar-to-formal, (4) incorporating
adjun questions ihat encouragiactive processing, (5) using worked out
examples to'teach strategies, and (6) providing explicit training in represen-
tation and categorizatiod of prdblems. For each issue, an explanation, example,
and raiionsfe'ie provided.
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Suppose you ware going to write a textbook section to teachothe concept of
$ f

binomial probability, as shown in Table 1.. Suppose yoi wanted to teach in such

a way that the reader would .beg able to use the information in new situations,

i.e. so that there would be "transfer of training." Haw should you design the

textbook lesson to best achieve your goal of conceptual understanding of the.

.

concept of binomial probability?

The.above example motivates the present paper.. This paper is concerned

with techniques for improving the understandability of statistics textbooks for

4novices. Understandability is measured by tests of the reader's performance on
)

Creative transfer problems ths'it require using the material from the text in novel

situations..

The goal Of this paper is restricted in several vays.4 .First,AirrNdesign of

a good statistics-textbook
involves decisions concerning both content (i.e.

"what to teach") and.instructional methods (i.e. ;'how to teach"). In ligh t4of

-the distinguished statisticians in attendance at this symposium, I feel it wbuld

/be presumptuous orme to make rec*Mendations concerning curriculum. Thus, I

have"decided to restrict this paper only to the latter issueinstructional

designof statistics textbooks.

Second this paper is restricted in terms of the instructional objectives

it addresses.' A statistics textbook'writer ( or user) maSr hate several afferent

kinds of objectives in mind, including:

procedural 0111T-This o ective involves teaching students how to use. 1

formulas an&procedures In order to compute a sweet numerical

answer. The god' is follow a procedure and to "get the right answer."

conceptual understanding This objective involves relating the computational

.procedure to other basic knowledge that%the learner already posseis.

The goal is to "understand what you are doing." A student who has

3.
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related the procedure to'his own existing knowledge should be able.

to answer questions 'involving when to use the,formula, recognize that

/./
some problems are imossible, determine whether some additional infor-

,

Elation is needed, be able to use the. formula in novel transfer situo-
. N.

el

..

4.
,..

tions. ,

,
1 th'eoretiCalsompeten4- -This goal involves deriving the formula or procedure

from more basic premises. Generally,' algebraic representations or

geometric representations are used.

Table,2 provides examples of problemi related to each of these instructional

goals. .

The present paper will focus primarily on the second kind of instructional

objectivi--conceptual understanding. Techniques commonly used to achieve_the

first objective involve: explicit presentation of the formula ana procedure

in steps such as a cookbook, providing drill and practice on how to compute the

correct answer, evaluating progress using a mastery procedure. Since the pro-

cedures for enhancing computational skill are well known, they will not be dealt

with further. Since the third objective it more frequently involved when the
,

learner is not an novice, it will not be dealt with. Thus,-the remainder of

thisTer deals with recommendations for how to address the goal of "conceptual

understanding."

What can be done to increase the.understandability of statistics.textbooks?

Below are listed six recommendations for either writing or selecting textbooks.

These recommenditiohs are rel antonlx when the instructional objective is

"conceptual understanding." For each recommendation, ap brief explanation,

example, and rationale are given.

4
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(1) Provide prerequisite information. .

s

3

Explanation. Using standard task analysis techniques (e.g. see Greeno, 1976,

Rfihick, 1976)4 determine the concepts, ideas, and skills that are needed for

understanding the new information. In order temake su re the learner possesses
at" r

the Piltrcqbisite information, provide a short introductory "story" at the beginning

of each chapter or seclibn. The introductory story should explain the prerequis-:

-

its information. (Another technique is to provide a short test of prerequisite

knowledge atnthe beginning of, each lesson, thenirefer readers the appropriate

pages or appenaimie for instruction that is needed.)

Example. For example, for the concept of binomial probability, the learner
in

must have a goqd understanding of "combinatorial analysis" and "joint protabil-
.,

ity." To understand comb inatorial analysis, a student must understand the con-

cepts of trial, outcome, eudcess, failure, sequence of outcomes; to understand
e

joint probability; a student must imderstand the concept of probability of an

eVent. Thus, en introductory story le needed ghat teaches this prerequisite

information. An example is given in Table 3.

.1
Rationale. In a series of'exierinents (Mayer, S ehl & Greeno, 1975; Mayer,

1975a), subjects were taught basic statistical inf ion such as how to use

the formula for binomial probability. Some subje wen, taught in a way that

emphasized conceptUal.undentiunUmg while others were taught in a way that

emphasized following the steps in the formula like a cookbook. All subjects

were given pretests for prerequisite concepts such as intuitions about probability

and combinations. AptitUdetreatment interactions (ATIs) were obtained in which

subjects given conceptual instruction performed better if they possessedappro-

priate prerequisite ideas, but subjedts given cookbook instruction pepFormed

just as well 'with high as with by levels of prerequisite ideas., Similarly, in

other studies subjects were either given pretraining in prerequisite ideas or not.

,
. 5
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The performance of subjects given conceptual instruction was aided by this pre-
.

training butsnbjects given cookboO, instruction very not as strongly influenced.

by pre-training. Thus, there is evidence that when conceptual understanding is

the goal of instruction, stidents should possess the appro

prior to instruction. ,It must bellpted that students who

requisite knowledge actually learned more from a cookbook

priate anchoring ideas

scored,low in pre -

approach than from a

conceptual approach, while students who scored high (or.were given pretreininii)

in prerequisite knowledge learned more from a conceptual approach than a cookbook

approach. An implication is that if a.conceptual approach is going to be used

in a textbook then it is important to present the specifically releyant.pre-
,.

. requisite information.

(2) Begin with a concrete, familiar model.

Explanation. Begin by,iuilding on knowledge that the learner alrekdy is

familiar 'with. Select a concrete situational example that is analogous to the

formula or procedure. The text may even suggest a manipulative that can be built

by the learner using simple materials.

Example. Nix, example, in the binomial probability lesson, separate models1.

may be needed for combinations and joint probability. For combinations, a concrete,

familiar situation inyoles,the problem of how to seat a certain number of guests

at i dinner table. The =Mbar pf,aVSilableseels is analogous to the number of

trials (li),nn4 the number of guests is analogous to the number of successes (i).

Asking, "how .nary ways can you seat 3 people at a table for 4" is analogous to

Table 4a prO-asking.' "how :ray wan can you have 3 successes out of 4 trials ."

vides an example text.

a

S
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Rationale. The use of concrete adiance orgrizers and madpulatives iv

science and mathematics prose has'been subjecteto intensive study (see Mayer,
.

- 10 .
.

1979a, 1979b for reviews). Ina typical study, gub3ects read a text passage on

computer programmipg. Some subjects received a one page introduction that pre-

sented a concrete model of the computer, showing memory as an'erasable score-

board, input as a ticket vindov,.output as a message note pad, and executive

control as a shopping list. Subjects who were given ,the familiar model prior to"

reading the lesson performed better on solving transfer problems while those who

were not given the-model performed best on retention of the simple facts in the.
0

booklet. The results of series of studies is consistent with the idea that the
A

model serves as a context to.which new formal or technical informatiOn can be
.4

gitsimilated. The role of concrete models in Improving transfer performance has

IP
long been acknowledged in mathematics education (Browell &Moser, 1949, Wertheimer,

1959).

(3) Sequence from the familiar to 'the formal.

Explanation. Do not provide a formal' statement the rule or the computa-

tional steps in the procedure until you haye given a conceptual explanation

using the concrete model. When the formula is given, it should follow the con-

crete miodel and be related to it. Thus, the lesson should move. from the familiar,
. . :

and concrete to the formula rathenthait the other way around.
4

, I'
Example. For example, in teaching. the concept of combinatorial analysis,

the table sitting Model shou;l6come before the rmula. The'example in Table 4b

shows hcIrthe formula is given es a summary or 7acription after a conceptual

explanation has been provided.

Rationale. In a series of experiments (Mayer & GreehO, 1972; Mayer, 1974,

1975a), huhjects read a lesson on binomial probability. For some subjects-the

/

lesson began with a statement of formula and a list of computational steps as

7 .14
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in a cookbook, with conceptual Wormationpresented after computation with the

formUlahad been emphasized. For-Other subjects the, lessOn began with a

description of the concrete, familiar concepts hnd tuilt up to the formula, only

stating the formula after it had%6een explained in English. 'Both booklets pre-

sented the same baste information and examples;.only the sequencing and emphasis

differed. Subjects given the formai-to-familiar sequencing performed best on

saving problems like those given in the lessan..-i.e. on fast and accurate

application of the formula. .Subjects given the familiar-to-formal sequencing

performed best on solving creative transfer questions and on recognizing un-

answerable problems. Thus, there was 73, consistently obtained pattern, in which

the familiar-to-fOrma'aequence improved transfer performance while the forma.).-to-

.
familiar sequence improved retentio&

(4) Maintain e. balance between computational and conceptual questions

Explanation. Studenti-look for cues in the text for what to. pay attention.

to. If the text emphasizes the formula, and gives many iiractiCe piobleas that

involve computing =answer using the formula, the student will assume that the

goal of instruction is computational proficiency. If the teat emphasizes

questions on Conceptual understanding as well as strictly computational questions,

the learner will direct bis/hei attention to more portions ofrthe46xt.i Thua,

the text should include a variety oiadAunct'queaions, rather than emphasize
.

only computation questions..

Example. Table 5 provides some example questions that maybe inserted it

.the text for binomial probability, or given at the start of the text as a sort

of "instructional'objective." Some questions focis on cbmputation and some

focus on verbatim.definitiAI7.and some focus on relating the formula to familiar

knowledge.
.ft

0,
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Rationale. In a series of studies (Mayer, 1975b), we asked students to read

an 8-lesson sequence onlprohability theory and'comblnatorial analysis. After each

of the first's4 lessons, subjects received questions that asked for computing

a numerical answer using the formula (computation), giving a verbatim Aefinition

from the text (definition), or relating to a concrete model that was givenlin the

text (model). Although subjects received only one kind of question for each of

the firsteik lessons, they were given all three types ofquestions for the
,

material in lessons 7 and 8. The students who expected computation questions or

definition questions performed well on what they expected but not on other types

. ,

of questidas,the subjects who expected model questions performed well oh all

types of questions. The same result was obtained when the questions were given

before each lesson as an instructional objective. Apparently, adjunct questions
. .

and behavioral objectives may serve to direct the learner's attention--eithet to

focus on how to use the formula or
t
to4pncaptual information .that explains the

7
anderlyingideaS.

(5) Provide many detailed worked-out examples of good solution strategies

Explanation. °nee the text has presented the prerequisite information, the
. , .

conceptual model, and the formula, it is time to provide practice in how to solve
4

poblems. One way to allow the learner tp develop .A sense of elegance and style
.

in delving statistipal.problems is to provide many worked out examples. The

examples shouldbeikevided in sufficient detail for the student to see every step

. and what each step means. Thus, the worked out examples should show the strategy

that a'good statistician goes through, including commentary, rather than empha-

sizing teefinal answer. Worked out examples give the reader a chance to see the

relationship. between problems and solution-strategies. " . *

Example. i Table 6 provides some w orked out examples for the binomial, pr9ba- .

bility lesson. Soma problems show how to use the formaaefficiently, others show

.

9 4.
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'how to answem other kinds of questions. Students should try a problem, and then
.

compare his,answer.to thit of the "expert.'!,

t -
,

Rationale. Recent research (Larkin4mcEkrmott, Simon & Simon, 1980) suggests

that there are major differences between the strategies that experts novices

use to solve physics problems. In comparing expert and novice pr lem solving,

Simon (1980) has suggested that experts are more effective because they, have
"

'been expoisedto many problems. ThUs, one factor in developing'expert solving

problems is to see iota of worked out problems. A second factor that enhances ,

expert -like problem solving is learning of general problem solving skills. For

example, Schoenfeld (1979) Sims able to teach heuristics for solving malematics
.

problems to student;' by explicitly stating the strategy and giving.examples.

SimilarlytAn. a classic study Bloom & BrOder (1950 improved perforMance o:1

/ problem solving tests by having novices obs erve the process thateiperts go

through inaolving problems. Thus, there-is some evidence that practice in

seeing examples worked out by experts can be useful in learning

q

ex;er11
problem,

.

(6)' Give explicit training in representation and categorization of_ problems

AA
Explanation. Many of the difficulties that stlnts experience in solving

story problems -.of all kinds, is en inability to knpw what to do. 'inspite of Wels

I '

pUtational proficiency, students are often "stuck" When asked to solve story

Problems. tFirst, explipit instruction may be given for categorization of problems,

the distinguishing i:onditias for the use of each formilla (or test) should be

clearly stated, and readers shoUld begivenpractiee in "pattern matching"
r-

between prgblems and Appropriate statistical tests. SeCond, explicit instruction

may be given for how to represent problems; subjects need training in how to findA
the key variables in s story problem.

.

0
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Example. As en example, let& consider how to teach about categorization and
,

, ,
.

representation of binomial probability problemiT-TOle
,

/a Mamie some possible
. . . . .

. - . _ .
training on how to categorize. the distinRyhiag characteristics of binomial.

. .
,4,

.

probability, joint probability, and coabinations problems are given. The reader
, .. -.6

........,

is giyen pattern matching practice in mien each formula is relevant (and not

televant). 'Fable Tb shows some possibld training on ho;to..represent a'stOry:.

the learner moat find the key variables in the problem and fit the values into ..
.

an equation. 5

Rationale. Recent reseaTch by Hayes and his colleagues (Hinsley, Hayes &

Simon, 1977; Haves, W.ate & Robinapn,'1977; Robinson & Wet, 1978) suggests

thatostudents are easily able td read a story p blem and classify it by type.
.

.
Manny apparent difficulties occur because student have classified a problem at%

1 , 1... .. , r ,..-

one type 'when it is realli another. Recently, Mayer (1982) pAS developed a
A

taxonomy of over.190 different basi typesof algebra story problems. Apparently,

subjects use certaip.,pues from the problem to determine which "fprmit" is
.

.

relevant,: In another line of studis, Bobrow (1968) developeda computer program

that. translates story problems into equations.' More recently, Mary Johheon and I,

, .

have explicitly taught the steps that the prpgram uses to human subjects, explicit
, J.

: ,1

training increased the translation performance of low ability,sabjects but tot

high ability subjects. Thus; therb is evidence that students may 1ienefit from

training Li how to categorlie problems (i.e. how to determine which, formula is

relevant) and hoi to'transiate prot//ima (i.e. how to find the values for the key

variables)..
/

.

,

The
1
six suggestions, given aboVe are not, fool-proof guidelinea based on 'solid

L... . . . ,

research support. Rather, they afe "state of the art" proposals that require
.. . :,.(.

. .

I

further 'testing ait4 refinement. Certainly, the experience of the.textbook,author
.,

, am. ,

(qr selector) must be used in conjunction with any set of recommendatiOns. ..:
i .

,
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However, I hope that research will continue in the area of textbook design, and

that these.recommendations
ti

f

texibooks.th6 are used'in our

a

stimulate further improvements in statistics

nation's:Classrooi'i.
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A, Table I. .)

'The Formula for Bin' otlial Probability

P(rni (z, liMM x (Pr) 0.-13 )11.-r

4

where P(r/N) stands for binomial probability, H

stands for nittlier. of trials, r stands for ninther

4of sticcesses, and p stands for probability of
, success.
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or
Table 2

Questions for Vhree.Kinds of Instructional Objectives

4
Proce4ural.Skill

If SI If r 3, P .2, use theformula to find Nr/N).

Conceptual Understanding

Suppose that two people out of every nine in,a certain town like

.

Johuirayne movies. If a sample is taken, what is the probability

that two people in tie like John Wayne movies?

(Not answerable)

*Is there a difference between the probability tilat trio dice

orolled at once both come up 6 and the probability that one
.

die rolled twic, Cates up 6 both times?

'Theoretical Competence
,/

M
Derive the formula for number of combinatioC_!

r N-r .

4

a

a

IF
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Table 3

Introdiiction to Some Prereq4site'Concepts

.
. Two idportait doxicepts are triells and outcomes. A trial is something

vedo. The Outcome Of i'trial'is just ,:that happens on'thetrial. Usually

,

there are several p6odible outcomes of a trial.

For example, imagiaqdriling a die. iolling the die is a trial. .

s' A i
The possible outcomes are the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The number

.
. 4 1 ; \a"

that comes up Wtteivp roll the die is called th outcome ofthe trial.

Another important coapept is success. We define aisuccess as one or
)

: .k . all 1i t
more of thq possible outcOmes. Then if one of thtse outcomes occurs, iie

.. .
.

. .)/

have a success. . 1
.

.-

. 9
In rolling as die -we could decide to define success

.
as rolling a 5

,..

, ;
,

Or a 6. Then if-5 or 6 comes:up, a success has occurred. -
.

'
,

Wecan iefine success in different ways. A success might be rolling
.

.." .
..

..an even number, Then if )the Otcome is 2, 4, nor 6 we _have a success.
..;

Or a success might te'not -4. Then success outcomes are 1, 2; 3, 4, 5;

The next con9e4 to learn is the probability of success.. The
'r" V

. probability of success is the proportion of trials which
.
a success

. ,
. would occur tf there ware a large Number of trials. For example, if a ,

.

I
..

ssuccetts is an'outcome of 5 or 6 in rolling a die, then the probability ,)
.

, .

.0 of succe ss is 143.° This is so because we expect a 5 6'to come up
-:,

hp

.op dbomt One-third of the times the die is rolled.

In other itor.. , the probability Of a success is the n1iber of

_Success outcom4S divided bythe total% number of- outcomes {including

,21

suocestCoUi:dodes) if all the

is 5 or 6 and.ell thRossibi

h

ra

have en equal chance. Ifia success

mutccaes'have an equal chance, then

16

.



-v. Table 3 (cont.) - 15 /

probability of success is 2/6 or 1/3 because there are two possible outcomes ,

with six-outcames in all. 4

On the other hand, a-failure occurs whenenn success does not occur.

For example, if we say a success is either of the outcomes 5 or 6 in a

Polling a die, then the outcome 1, 2, 3, or 4 could be a failure. The

..
probability of failure is: Probability of success subtracted from one.

If success is` rolling 5 or 6, probability of success is 1/3 And probability,

df failure is 2/3.

The next concept to leard is a, sequence. A sequence is whet happens

1*
when we conduct several trials,oie after the other. Suppose each trial

e sic
is roiling a die and we define n success in some way. If we roll the

',lie five times we might obtain theisequence (failure, failure, success,

I 4

failure, success), or more simply (F, F, 8, F, 8).

Any'sequence has a probability. The probability of a sequence is
.

the Product of the probabilities/of the individual events. For example;

if probability of success is 1/3, then the sequence (success, failure,

success) has probability (1/3)x(2/3)x(1/3) 2/27. The sequenCe
/'

F, 8; St F) ins probability (26)x(2/3)x(1/3)x(1/3)x(2/3) = 8/243
V.

' We let thinx0ar of trials in a.sequence be symbolized by the '

4S letter ,N,and the nuMber of 'pelisse in, those trials is called.R. The

intignolfkilirres.ps

N number of trials

R may.

,

nuMber of successes

N.-11 = Dunbar of failures

For example, imps sequence (St PC S) there are three trials and two

successes. Therefore; N=3, It = 2, and N-fl 1.

17
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.

of five different spaces. Let's say he is seated in seat 5.

.

BkIPPoee you wanted to seat 3 elves at-wtablesetlor 5 people.
4

Now many 'vs can you seat them (assuming that nll elves,are identical).?

II

Table a r

A "fiCrete Model for CoMbinations+

rf

16 /

You can think of this pr6blem as' beginning 5 spaces.

1 2. 30 0 '0 0 0
.

. ..

--> __.

One elf can go in each space. The first elf that is seated. has his choice

0, 0 (..) 0 Ci0

No matter which seat is chosen for the first elf, there are four possible
ay

seats left for you to put the second:elf. Let's say you pick:the third
. 1

space.
. .

P, 0
.

E.: T.,
t'

And no matter whicillspacesyouchoose for the first two elves, there are
. ,

.

three spaces lett to put the leet'elt. Let's eigrmilicked the second

seat..
_

0 I,

AI"

.
.

The sequence of elves at the table is:

E2 E

0
EL

'
r

This yields one possible sequence of:3 plves,in 5 seats.: Notice that
4

, .....- .

there are 5 posiible first choice* and. 4 possible second choices and 3
, .

,.,
. ,

possible third choice*, yielding 5 x 4.x, 3 or 60 orderings.
I

t
1

.. -...', i . ,
.

18 ,
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Table 4a (cont.) <-

But wait a minute--since klrelves are identical there could be

several vat's to generate each sequence. For example, xEEXE could be

generated as 'a1% or E1B2E3 or xEiEfE2 oz xE3E1xE2, eta. There are
e

3 x 2x'1 ways to arrange three elves in three seats,. so whichever three

seats are selected there will be 6 duplicatA.' To compensate for all

these duplicates, you must divide 60 orderings by,the-nuaer of duplicates

of coach, acswortao--thus the number of combinations is 60/6 sol0.
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Table 4b

Relating the Model to the Formula

,Let's say' that the number spaces at the table is N and the number of
).

elves is R. Thuss in the above example N= 5 and R = 3. To find the

nUMber of orderings ire multiplied N(N -1)(11:2) or 5 x 4,13. The general
.

formula for this is:

Orderings = 7*-
nf

0$4111

Remember th I means "factorial ". 51 = 5x4x3x211 and (5,M =21 = 2x1 so

,;^
second and third choices

51/21 = 5 x 4 x 3. .

We must also divide by the number of duplicates. This corresponds

to the numbei of vais 3 lies can sit in 3 places or 3 x 2 x 4The
I

general formula for nuMbel: of duplicates. is RI. Thus the formula for,
.%.

. - .

=caber' of combinations is:

4%
..

; NI

Combinations =

I.

' 1(141%) I (RI)
)

,.- 1 .
51

I

Thus, for the elves prOW.em N = 5 and R = 3 do coainations = 2131
* .

1 -or 57.4373x2x1 or 10N . 4

s '''' .. I 4 t .

The formula is just a short hand,Vay to tell about number of first,

p

a

{

e comber of duplicates.

I

20
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Table 5

Elamples Of'Three Kinds of Adjunct Questions '

Computation

R w 4, R u 2, Find OMR)

Definition

ft

Write the formula for number of combinations.
Sn one sentence, write the definition of number of combinations.

Model
AP

Suppose I pick five cards from a normal 52-card deck, with replacement,
and exactly three of the cards I picked are red. Dray a picture to relate

k this problem to a situation in[whiph a certain number of people will be
seated at a table set for largersn(dber of people. How many first choices

- rare there? Howmanysiecond choices? Row many third ch.21.2esl

I

,

b

4

u

.

44"

4.1

,

f'
IIa

4
1

I.
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Table 6.

A Worked OUt Nkample

Tom's Problem

N = 31 R = 5,T.= 1/2 a

What Tom Said

1. First, T111 try to think of a reakaituation that corresponds

to this problem. Let'i say Iam flipping coins.
4..

A \
2. I'll say p refers to the Probability of "heads" coring up

. .

6

20

on a flip.

3. Then, N refers to the number of times I flip the coin,
st,

which is 3.

4. And R refers to the number of times I get a he' to come

up on the coin., That hsppens,5 tires.

$. Hey, wait a minute. That cannot be right. Row can the number

'ofesuccesses (5) be more than-the number of trials:Lake This Co.,.

koitrick problem?

1

-

4

22
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Table qa
.

Proition of a Section' on Training Categorization Skill

. s

. Definitions'
..

( 1
.

.
Binomisl Probability is the probability that you obtain R successes out of N,

trials. The problem must give a value for p (the probability of success),
a value for R (the number of successes), and i value for N (the number
of trials). The problem must ask for a probability7-namely the probability

lepf thigeneral outcome. , \
.g,

.

21

e

Joint Probabilily As the probability that you, obtoin a specific sequence of R
successes in N trials. The problem must Ove"you a value for p (the
TrOpabiIity of success), apd a specific hequence of successes ancl failures..
The problem must ask for a probabilitynamely 'the probability of this one
specific outcome.

Combinations is the number ordiffereni ways you can arrange R iden tical
successes in'N trials. The problem must give you'll value for N (number of
trials) and for R (the nuMber of successes). The problem must ask you
for a number-- namely how zany different combinations there are when you
don't what to congider duplicates.

. .Problems ..

,

1For each problem, fill the space with a.B (for binomia1.0obability), J (Fors'
joint probabilit(for combinstions) or X (for none).

A bag has red and blue chips with twice as many reds as blues. Vat is
',the probability of picking 4 reds in a row and then one blue?

A die is rolled'six times. What is the probability of evens coming up
twice as many times ,as odds?

Q 04en a die is rolled four times, what is the probability of the sequence:
success, success, failure, fallu*e?

One-tenth of the peanuts in a barrel are rotten. If you take five peanuts,
whet is the probability that the first four are good and the fifth one is
rotten?

If a'fair die is rolled 4 times and the inumber of successes equals half
the number of trials, how many different sequences could be generated?

Answers

J, B,. X, J,
I

I

S.

23
ti
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Definitions

The main vsriables'are:-

410

,Table 7b

Portion of a Section on Training Translation`

N II number"of trials

R number' of successes -

p ¢ Prebability of success

Problems %

For each problem list the values for N, R and p that are given.

(7*

. 4-
A coin is. flipped six tines, giving a `sequence of heads and tails.

Nov many different sequences contain two heads and four tails?
N m ..,__.$ R gr , p'm. c ....

.
.-.

22

.

If a die is rolled 100 timekanthsucce;.1; is defintcOmilar4 does the
number Of possible sequfnces with 47 succesies equal the number of possible
'Sequences with-47 failUres? . .

'N N' It**.

Define a success asrolling a 1 or g on a die. If the die is rolled five,
times, what is the probability that therea, successes on exactly two of
the trials?'

;Rm Op;Ig

A die is roiled Six times. What is the probability of evens coming up twice

as many times as odds?

ri 13"

1 1

,

N 'm 6, R m 2, p m 1/2

H m 100, R m 47, p 01/3

N 5: R p 1/3

N 4, 6, R m 4, p m 1/2

ti

4
. 24
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